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Using Business to Make Disciples, Plant Churches and Reach the Unreached 

My name is Jonathan Fokker and I serve as the International Business Director of All Nations. Today, I 

want to talk to you about how to use business to extend the reach of the Gospel and how to use 

business to make disciples and plant churches.   

Let's start with a story. One of our African church-planters started a copy shop several years ago. He has 

several clients - like schools that he prints examinations for. And after he has done a Pioneer Business 

Planting consultation, he changed the location of his business to near a big road where more people 

came in. His business is doing pretty well. He told me a story a few weeks ago that he was approached 

by a Muslim lady and she asked him if he could fix her computer.  From there, they started to chat and 

they started to talk about Jesus and he gave her an audio Bible. Well now she's interested and wants to 

know more.  So this guy, one of our team members, he used his business to extend the reach of the 

Gospel and to make disciples and plant churches. With his team, they have planted around 30 beginning 

house-churches among unreached people groups and among the locals there.  His business has grown 

and out of the money that he receives, he has been hiring people, but he also has built and grown 

another business. He has built several houses or rooms that he can rent out, which creates passive 

income.  

So when we look at the challenges of mission today, we see that most of the Unreached People Groups 

live in difficult places and are hostile to the Gospel. It's become harder to connect and start sharing 

about Jesus right away.  We see another challenge that the traditional missionary model of sending 

people based on support has become more difficult because it's harder to get visas for the difficult and 

persecuted areas in the world.  The third challenge, what we see is that the sustainability is a big issue 

among workers. We ourselves did a survey in 2012 and 95% of our workers had issues with finances and 

sustainability. Now if people are not sustainable, they cannot put food on the table, they cannot go to 

other places where there are no churches yet. So sustainability is really, really important. Another 

challenge is that the local indigenous workers -a lot of times rely on Western money, but that's not 

reproducible. We want to have the local workers own their own income, earn their own income, and 

from there, start to earn an income in their local markets. Obviously, we also have COVID-19 effects, the 

giving is gone down for traditional and the local workers and it is also harder to go to places and travel 

by air obviously, but also, locally.  

So when we look at all these challenges, what can we do to solve them? So we call this Business for 

Mission or Business for Movements, where we have to have a way of using business to extend the 

reach of the Gospel and making disciples.  So, when we look at business, "Business around the world 

have created far more wealth for more people than all the AIDS charity and government actions 

combined." Says a Fairbanks Study. So what would it look like if we were strategical? Sorry, strategic and 



intentional? What would it look like if we launched viable, legitimate, profitable Kingdom businesses 

alongside the church planting? What would it look like if we offered mentoring, coaching and we 

modeled business well? So, it's not only about money, but it's also about the social impact and an 

environmental impact and a spiritual impact.  And what if the behavior of devoted follower of Jesus 

were shown into the marketplace, that the Kingdom people sharing their Kingdom values in the 

marketplace, then the world will be different than we would combat a lot of those challenges. 

So when we look at the Bible, when you look at the Word of God, we see the importance of business in 

the marketplace. This is one of the images that we use in one of in our Pioneer Business Planting and 

Consultations. It's completely picture-based and this picture we used to show that Jesus, of the 132 

appearances in the New Testament, 122 of them were in the marketplace. So as a friend of mine always 

says like, Jesus was on a party, going to a party, or going away from a party.  Now, He was always out 

and about in the marketplace. And of the 52 parables that Jesus told, 45 of them had a workplace 

context, so he was talking about farming, about weddings. It was all about workplace and marketplace.  

And of the 40 divine interventions recorded in the Book of Acts, 39 of them were in the marketplace. So 

Jesus and the apostles were out and about in the marketplace.  So when we look at business and 

mission, you come into this sacred, secular divide which is not a biblical thing where we're on a Sunday, 

we do church and during the week we don't.   

Yeah, let's talk a little bit about that. So when we look at the role of the new Church, we see that 

obviously it has the roles of teaching the Word of God, being hope for the hopeless, but also worship, 

prayer, communion, bearing each other's burdens. It's the role of the church. And if we look at the role 

of business we see obviously, making money, but it's also about providing economic growth, giving to 

charities and other people’s needs. Character building, developing skills, providing jobs and also 

community and fellowship.  So when we look at those different roles, can we, as a business also provide 

community?  Yes, we can. The role of the church community can be done at fellowship in a business as 

well. Can we help those in need? Yes, we can give to other people.  Can we praise and worship? Yes, we 

can. Can we be hospitable and generous to the people in our businesses? Yes we can. We can give. We 

can create economic growth. So we can be the church in our businesses. There's no sacred or secular 

divide.  So business can help the community.  It's connected with the Kingdom and starts and ends with 

Jesus. And it can be used to reach the unreached people groups of the Earth. 

 So, let me finish with this story.  A few years ago, several people that wanted to reach extreme Hindu 

men came to our Pioneer Business Planting consultation, and they went through the consultation and 

they went out into their community and to ask them the question, what product or service that you 

don't have would you like to have access to? And the people there said we would like to have a 

barbershop.  So they had no idea how to run a barbershop, but they started to learn it for six months 

and after six months they planted and started a barbershop in their area. An after they've launched it, a 

lot of these Hindu men came.  And they got their services done and they started to share Jesus story 

with them, they started to share moral stories, and started to build relationships. So profitable business 

was used to gain access to extreme Hindu men and from there they started to plant churches and make 

disciples.   

So wrapping it all up, we can use business to serve and access the people that we want to reach by 

starting Kingdom businesses there that is not in that area.  So we can combine business with disciple-

making and church planting to reach the neglected and the unreached people groups of the earth, 



which creates transformation within a community and also combats a lot of our challenges that we have 

in mission right now. Where, for example, the people learn to be self-sustainable. They learn to not be 

dependent on Western money. They don't require visas to travel, because they are the locals. And from 

there we can create sustainable, indigenous movements of churches and disciples that can change the 

world and reach the neglected peoples of the earth. Thank you so much and many, many blessings. 

 

 

 


